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ABSTRACT

Presented here is an atter 4,- v improve the accuracy of transport nodal methods applied to deep

penetration transport pro*-^i in x.y-geometry. The resulting nodal method uses the Spectral

Green's Function (SGF) «.heme for solving the one-dimensional transverse-integrated SN

exponential nodal equst i s with no spatial truncation error. Based on the physics of deep

penetration problems, wt < -proximate the transverse leakage terms by appropriate exponential snap?

functions. We show in nu oerical calculation that the SGF-Exponential Nodal (SGF-ExpN) method

is much more accurate i -an other transport nodal methods for coarse-mesh deep penetration

problems, specially in high y absorbing media.
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RESUMO

Apresentamos nest; trabalho uma tentativa para melhorar a precisão dos métodos nodais de transporte

usados em problemas de penetração profunda em geometria x,y. O método nodal resultante usa o

algoritmo SGF (Spectral Green's Function) para resolver as equações nodais SN unidimensionais

integradas transversalmente com aproximação exponencial para os termos de fuga transversal.

Baseados na física dos problemas de penetração profunda, nós aproximamos os termos de fuga

transversal por apropriadas funções de "shape" exponenciai. Mostramos através de cálculos

numéricos que o método SGF-Exponencial Nodal (SGF-ExpN) é muito mais preciso que outros

métodos nodais de transporte em cálculos de malha grossa, especialmente em meios altamente

absorventes.

Palavras-Chaves: método nodal, ordenadas discretas, transporte de neutrons, SGF.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since obtaining the analytic solution of the neutron transport equation is limited to only a few

particular cases of minor importance for most realistic situations in the diverse areas of nuclear

science and engineering, we must turn to computational calculations. The numerical methods applied

to deep penetration transport problems generally require fairly large amounts of storage and running

time in digital computers. These practical limitations on computer storage and execution time have

motivated the development of numerical methods to obtain accurate numerical solutions of discrete

ordinates (S\) problems for coarse spatial meshes. It is widely believed that nodal methods [1-11]

form the most accurate class of coarsf-mesh methods applied to SN problems in Cartesian geometry.

In standard SN nodal methods [1-8], the one-dimensional transverse-integrated SN equations are

solved analytically in all spatial directions using approximations for both the transverse leakage terms

<?/K/the scattering source terms. In this paper we develop a new spectral nodal method [10], that we

refer to as the Spectral Green's Function Exponential Nodal (SGF-ExpN) method. This method is

based on an exact method [9] for the one-dimensional transverse-integrated SN equations, such that

the scattering source terms are treated implicitly and exactly. Therefore, the only approximation

involved is the approximation for the transverse leakage terms, as in diffusion nodal methods [12].

In this paper we approximate the transverse leakage terms by appropriate exponential shape

functions, which are chosen based on the physics of deep penetration problems. We show in

numerical coarse-mesh calculations that the SGF-ExpN method is much more accurate than the

traditional Linear Nodal (LN) method [7] and the recent SGF-Constant Nodal (SGF-CN) method

[10,11] for deep penetration problems. This is especially true in highly absorbing media, where the

flat approximation for the transverse leakage terms used in the SGF-CN method becomes

increasingly poor as the spatial grid coarsens.

Next we perform a spectral analysis of the transverse-integrated SN exponential nodal

equations. Once we have determined the spectrum (set of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions) of these

one-dimensional equations, we describe the SGF-ExpN method, which inherently preserves this

spectrum. We conclude with numerical results for two deep penetration problems and a brief

discussion.



2. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THF SN EXPONENTIAL NODAL EQUATIONS

Let us consider the S^ equations in a rectangular domain D of width X and height Y with

isotropic scattering:

â d
-r rJ*. y) * vm— ?J*. Y) * <#*. y)

M

- <#*. y) X rJx- y) % * Q<*> y) •

Here (x,y) e / ? , l S / » S M with M - N(N+2)/2. and N is the order of the angular quadrature set

used. In addition, cr^x, y) is the total cross section, cr^x, y) is the isotropic scattering cross section,

and Qx,y) is an isotropic neutron source in D. These quantities, i.e., aix.y), cr^x.y) and Qfxty)

are assumed to be piecewise constant functions in D

Now we consider an arbitrary rectangular spatial grid on D, where each spatial cell is termed

node Dij of width hi and height kj. Each node D/j has constant cross sections ^ , , , criÀi, and a

constant interior source Q,j.

Transverse-integrating Eq. (2.1) over the x and the y-directions in node D,j and defining the

transverse-integrated fluxes

and



we obtain the one-dimensional transverse-integrated S^ nodal equations for 1 £ m<x M

d W

dx n=\

M

n=I

W]. ye A . , .

At this point, based on the physics of deep penetration problems where the neutron flux

attenuates exponentially with increasing distance from the source, we assume that the angular fluxes

decay exponentially along the edges of each node D/j. Thus, in the transverse leakage terms, we

consider the exponential approximations

xEDi. t ,..(*«-i/2+».>i/z) _ (lAM)

.i.\±V2 jFi±Vlj

and

xi±V2 y) * Nli Wmx±\n;^- klKY - Yi)\



The attenuation constant ^ , is a parameter to be determined a priori. In this work, ^ , is chosen to

be equal to the absorption cross section; that is.

To calculate the quantities ty*r- and AT*, we require that definitions (2 2 a-b) hold for any

node D,j in D. Therefore, substituting approximation (2.4.a) into definition (2.2.b), we obtain

Substituting approximation (2.4.b) into definition (2.2.a). we obtain an analogous expression for

Njj. With N'j and N^ so determined and using approximations (2.4.a-b) in Eqs. (2.3.a-b). we

obtain the SN exponential nodal equations, which we write in the following form:

M

R=l

(2.6.a)

yeDu. (Z6.b)

Here l á m ú M, and we have defined
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and

In conventional SN nodal methods [2], one approximates the transverse leakage terms and

the scattering source terms using low order polynomials. However, in the work presented here, we

solve Eqs. (2.6.a-b) in each node exsctiy, obtaining a system of equations for the unknown cell-

edge angular fluxes, Wm,i+vi.i and K».i»+i/2 Therefore, the only approximation involved is the

exponential approximation used in the transverse leakage terms, as the scattering source terms are

treated implicitly and exactly. Also, substituting Eq. (2.S) into Eq. (2.4.a) and evaluating the limit as

Ai j goes to zero, we obtain pj^x, y,±yj) * Wm^,,±in This is the approximation that we used in the

SGF Constant Nodal (SGF-CN) method [10.11].

The general solutions of Eqs. (2.6.a) and (2.6.b) in Djj are given by

and

- KLv)* K.

where the superscript p indicates the particular solution and the superscript h indicates the

homogeneous component of the solution, which satisfies the homogeneous equation associated with



Eq. (2.6.a) and Eq. (2.6.b). It is easy to verify that the particular solution of Eq. (2.6.a) in node

is given by

u

where rm i , is given by Eq. (2.7.a) for 1 á m <, M. A similar expression is obtained for the

particular solution of Eq. (2.6.b).

To determine the solutions •*&,,{ x) and ^ , { y ) of the homogeneous equations associated

with Eqs. (2.6.a-b), we use the method of separation of variables [10,11]. Therefore, for the

homogeneous equation associated with Eq. (2.6.a), we seek solutions of the form

~ fft.i.\x/ tf • x e Di.i
\<.m<.M . (2.10;

Setting the tight-hand side of Eq. (2.6.a) equal to zero and substituting ansatz (2.10) into the

resulting homogeneous equation, the m'th component of the resulting eigenvalue problem appears as

»=1

"*
m.

(2.11)

where Smn is the Kronecker delta andc^; • as

Eq. (2.11) as

(Tt^ is the scattering ratio. We can reformulate



L
n=l

Now we substitute the normalization condition

M

5X(*>K-i aw
r » = l

into Eq. (2.12) and obtain

Í2.14)

To find an equation for the eigenvalues, we multiply Eq. (2.14) by (om and sum the resulting

equation over all m. The result is the following equation for ú:

Since in conventional two-dimensional SN quadrature sets, there are exactly N distinct value»

of /Jm (and likewise, exactly N distinct values of #,,), Eq. (2.15) can be reformulated as an N'th

degree polynomial equation, having N simple roots &k, 1 á k á N. Moreover, due to the symmetry

of the two-dimensional SN quadrature sets traditionally used, the roots also lie symmetrically about

the origin, i.e., they appear in ± pairs.



Thus far we have determined N eigenvalues úk and N eigenvectors a ^ &k), 1 S m ú M

that are given by Eq. (2.14) for 1 £ * S N. The remaining M-N - N?/2 eigenvalues and

eigenvectors are obtained by considering the condition

M

Substituting condition (2.16) into Eq. (2.12) leads to the result:

(2.17)

Here, tf â- jimt we can choose non-zero a^â) such that Eqs. (2.17) and condition (2.16) are

satisfied. These eigenvalues have multiplicities 2 1, and the corresponding eigenvectors, <zl[&),

1 £ m <, M, form a linearly independent set. One can show that this procedure yields the remaining

N2/2 eigenvalues and N2/2 eigenvectors. In general, each node Djj can have its own distinct

spectrum. For notationai simplicity, we have not introduced (ij) subscripts on the eigenvalues &k

and on the eigenfunctions, that are given by ansatz (2.14).

To conclude, we write Eq. (2.8.a) as

where ?£,,{*) is given by Eq. (2.9) and fit, 1 á t £ M, are arbitrary constants. Equation (2.18)

represents the general solution of Eq. (2.6.a) in node D,j. To find the general solution Pm,iy) of

Eq. (2.6.b), we proceed similarly.
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In the following section we derive a conservative numerical method that inherently preserves

the spectrum of the SM exponential nodal equations inside one arbitrary node D/j. Using the

boundary conditions and the continuity conditions, we generalize the resulting method to solve

numerically SN problems on arbitrary rectangular grids.

3. THE SPKCTRAL GREEN'S FUNCTION EXPONENTIAL NODAL (SGF-PxpNn METHOD

In this section we derive the SGF-ExpN equations for one spatial node and describe the One-

Node Block Inversion (NBI) iterative scheme to solve them on systems consisting of many nodes.

To begin, we integrate the SN equations (2.1) over an arbitrary node Djj. The result is the familiar

spatial balance equation

1

M

n=\

where the node-average angular flux is defined as

I
1-1/2 W-l/2

The standard balance equation (3.1) relates the node-average angular fluxes ~Wmx\ to the node edge-

average angular fluxes jrmii±v2,i and WmXinn defined in Eqs. (2.2.a-b). The balance equation

combined with the boundary conditions imposed on the outer boundaries of D



0 ,

0 .

where i / is prescribed, form a underdetermined system of linear equations; therefore we need

auxiliary equations to obtain the same number of equations as unknowns. Thus, we consider the

non-standard auxiliary equations:

//a>0

IZmúM (3.4)

and

Ym.n

(3.5)

In Eq. (3.4), ^ r a and G^^ are determined by requiring that the general solution of Eq. (2.6.a),

given by Eq. (2.18), has node-average and node-edge angular fluxes that for all values of fit satisfy

Eq. (3.4). Thus, evaluating the node-edge and node-average fluxes that correspond to Eq. (2.18),

introducing these into Eq. (3.4), and requiring that the resulting equation hold for all choices of 0h

we determine the expression for G^j. In addition, we find a system of M2 equations in the M2

unknowns 6mn, (1 ú m,n & M). Following a similar procedure, we obtain the expression for

G^j and the linear system for the constants ymA. The set of numbers 6mn and the set of numbers

ymn can be viewed as the entries of two M x M matrices. Because of the symmetry of the

quadrature set used, these matrices are 4 x 4 block symmetric, i.e., their entries have the distribution

represented in the diagram of Figure 3.1. As a result, we need to store only one-fourth of each

matrix.

10
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Figure 3.1 Diagram for the 4 x 4 Block Symmetric Matrices 9 and

Once we have determined G ^ •, G^j and the constants ânKn and ymA for the node D,j

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) constitute the auxiliary equations which, with the balance equation (2.19),

are exactly satisfied by the general solution of each one-dimensional transverse-integrated SN

exponential nodal equation (2.6.a-b). Physically, Gnii represents the contribution to the node-

average angular flux due to the node interior source Q/j and the transverse leakage. Also, if //„ > 0

(or jun < 0) and Qjj~ 0, then 9m>n is the value of ~fm ̂  for the case of a unit angular flux incident

on the left (or right) edge of node D,j in direction n. Thus, the constants 0nn (and ymA) act as a

Green's function which we determine from the spectral analysis of each one-dimensional transverse-

integrated exponential nodal equation. The balance equation (3.1), combined with the auxiliary

equations (3.4) and (3.5) and the boundary conditions (3.3), form the "Spectral Green's Function

Exponential Nodal" equations. The SGF-ExpN equations are completely solvable for the node-

average angular flux ^mii>i and for the node edge-average angular fluxes ^m>i±v2,i a n d ^m,i,,±i/2

for 1 ú m ú M.

Next, we describe the "One-Node Block Inversion" (NBI) scheme for iteratively solving the

SGF-ExpN equations. Before presenting the details of this numerical iterative scheme, we remark

that the auxiliary equations in the SGF-ExpN method couple the node-average angular flux in any

direction to the node-edge angular fluxes for all the incoming directions. Therefore, the SGF-ExpN

11



equations are not amenable to the Source Iteration (SI) scheme [13], which treats each angular

direction independently as the equations are swept across the system.

Figure 3.2 SW to NE Transport Sweep

The NBI scheme iterates on the node-edge angular fluxes by performing "node block

inversions". That is, the NBI scheme uses the best estimates available for the incoming node-edge

angular fluxes to calculate the exiting node-edge angular fluxes that form the incoming edge angular

fluxes for the adjacent nodes in the directions of the transport sweeps. To illustrate this concept, let

us consider Figure 3.2 representing an arbitrary node Djj with the cell-edge angular fluxes. Each

arrow in Figure 3.2 represents N(N+2)/8 directions in each quadrant. For the sweep indicated (from

SW to NE), the outward arrows (thicker arrows) in the north and east of D,j represent the outgoing

edge angular fluxes that we need to calculate, because they form the incoming angular fluxes for the

adjacent nodes in this sweep. The inward arrows (medium arrows) represent the incoming angular

fluxes, that are known, or at least we use the best estimates available for them. Finally, the outward

arrows (thinner arrows) in the south and west of D,t/ represent the edge angular fluxes that can be

calculated, but that are not needed for this sweep. They represent the outgoing quantities that are

needed for the NE to SW sweep. An analogous convention is followed for the NW to SE and SE to

NW sweeps.
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As we see, we need to iterate only on the angular fluxes at the edges of the nodes. Therefore,

we substitute the auxiliary equations (3.4) and (3.S) into the balance equation (3.1) in order to

remove the node-average angular fluxes from the SN balance equations. After convergence has been

achieved, we use Eq. (3.4) or Eq. (3.5) to determine the node-average angular fluxes, in case we

need them.

In the following section, we present numerical results illustrating the performance of the

SGF-ExpN method with the NBI iterative scheme.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The two model problems consist of a uniform isotropic neutron source (Qi - 1) surrounded

by a homogeneous shielding material (Q2 - 0). Figure 4.1 (not drawn to scale) shows one-fourth of

this structure and the boundary conditions used; the dashed lines divide the given domain into

rectangular regions. In our first model problem, the cross sections in Doth zones 1 and 2 are:

<7f- LOO cm"1 and crs- 0.50 an~l, (<7a- 0.50 cm"1). In our second model problem, the cross

sections in both zones 1 and 2 are: at - LOOcm"1 and as - 0.99cm"1, ((Ta - 0.01cm"1). In both

examples the problem is to calculate the neutron leakage Jc through the top edge of the 4x 4 cm

region located at the upper right corner of the structure, and the absorption rate in this region

(r/. Figurp4.1).

To solve these problems we used the TWODANT S4 quadrature set, with a convergence

criterion requiring the maximum norm of the relative error between two iterates to be <. 10*6. AH of

;he calculations were performed on the Cray-YMP computer at the San Diego Supercomputer Center.

Considering the first model problem, Figure 4.2 shows the results generated for Jc by the

SGF-ExpN method, by the SGF-CN method, both with the NBI iterative scheme, and by the

conventional LN method with ttw Source Iteration (SI) scheme [5]. We used various spatial grids gi

x g2 x g3, where gk is the number of nodes used in the k'th section of the structure represented in

Figure 4.1 for k - 1, 2, 3. We see that as the spatial grid becomes finer, the numerical results

generated by all the methods converge to the same result. However, as the spatial grid becomes

coarser, the results generated by the SGF-ExpN method are the least sensitive to the grid size. This

13



is in contrast to the results generated by the SGF-CN method, which deviate very fast from the fine-

grid solution. The results generated by the conventional LN method degrade even more drastically.

t Vacuum Boundary t

n
S 2 0,-0 Sim

i>

i\

1 cm 15 cm 4 cm

Reflecting Boundary

Figure 4.1 Model Problem.
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Figure 4.2 Neutron Leakage from the Right 4 cm of the Top Boundary for Problem N 9 1
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Figure 4.3 Neutron Leakage from the Rigru 4 cm of the Top Boundary for Problem N9 2
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Considering the second model problem, Figure 4.3 shows that the results generated for Jc

by the SGF-ExpN method and by the SGF-CN method are almost insensitive to the grid size. In

addition, these two methods generated comparable results regardless of the spatial grid. This is in

contrast to the LN results that become very inaccurate as the spatial grid coarsens.

Therefore, considering an exponential shape for the transverse leakage terms in the

transverse-integrated SN nodal equations has improved significantly the accuracy of the SGF nodal

methods for deep penetration problems in highly absorbing media,( cf. Figure 4.2). As we expected,

for deep penetration problems in low absorbing media, the SGF-CN method and the SGF-ExpN

method are almost equivalent (cf. Figure 4.3).

Now we perform another numerical experiment to illustrate the efficiency of the SGF-ExpN

method. Table 4.1 shows the results generated for the absorption rate in the 4 x 4cm region

located in the upper right corner of the structure represented in Figure 4.1 for the first model

problem. We used a 10~6 relative maximum convergence criterion and the TWODANT S4 quadrature

set. Taking the fine-grid result generated by the SGF-CN method as reference, (shaded boxes in

Table 4.1), we see that the SGF-ExpN results are much more accurate. That is, for the spatial grids

considered in Table 4.1, the relative errors of the SGF-CN results with respect to the reference

(4.64% <, 6 £ 17.15%) are much larger than the relative errors of the SGF-ExpN results with respect

to the same reference (0.31% < 6 £ 3.86%). Although these two methods use the NBI iteration

scheme, and thus converge solutions at the same rate on the same spatial grid, the SGF-ExpN

method is more efficient because it generates more accurate solutions on coarser grids. As shown in

Table 4.1, if relative errors less than 5% are acceptable, the SGF-ExpN method generates acceptable

result for the absorption rate 2.67 times faster than the SGF-CN method.

Table 4.2 shows the results generated by the SGF-CN method and by the SGF-ExpN method

for the absorption rate in the same region for the second problem. The angular quadrature set and the

convergence criterion are the same as in the first problem. As we see, the relative errors of the SGF-

ExpN results are slightly smaller than the relative errors of the SGF-CN results with respect to the

reference, (shaded boxes in Table 4.2). This was expected because the absorption cross section of

this problem is very small (cra - 0.01). As a result, the SGF-CN method and the SGF-ExpN

method are close to being equivalent.

Because of the iterative scheme used in the SGF-ExpN method, the convergence rates

observed are much faster than those observed with the standard SI scheme. In addition, the spectral

radius of the iteration matrix of the NBI iterative scheme decreases as the mesh size increases; i.e.,

the coarser the mesh, the faster the convergence. One reason for this is that as the spatial grid

becomes coarser, the more weakly coupled become the edge angular fluxes. This is virtually

16



equivalent to decreasing the scattering ratio; therefore faster convergence is achieved. Because of this

good feature of the SGF-ExpN method, it is likely that multJgrid methods can be used to accelerate

the convergence of the NBI iterative scheme on a fine grid. It is possible that this acceleration

technique will be just as efficient as the diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) is for the SI scheme.

Table 4.1 Absorption Rate in the 4 x 4 cm Region for Problem N* 1.

Spatial Grid

S x 120 x 32

4 x 60 x 16

4 x S3 x 13

4 x 44 x 12

2x 40 x 8

Method

SGF-CN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

AbaorptioB Rate

0.15869E-10*

0.16605E10

0.1S918E-10

0.17692E-10

0.16345E-10

0.18173E-10

016454E10

018591E 10

0.164S1E-10

CPU time
(«)

208.44

4754

48.31

38.30

38.87

2657

27.12

1751

1758

Relative
Error

6«
AM

0.31

11.49

3.00

1432

3.69

17.15

3J6

Read,. 01S869X10.-10
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Table 4.2 Absorption Rate in the 4 x 4 cm Region for Problem N* 2.

Spatial Grid

4 x 50 x 16

2 x 30 x 8

1 x IS x 4

1 x 7 x 2

1 x 3 x 1

Munoo

SGF-CN

SGF^N

SGF-ExpN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

SGF-CN

SGF-ExpN

AteorpóOB Rate

0.69102E43

OJ6922SE-O3

0J69169E-03

0.69690E-03

0.69337E-03

O.7I73SE-O3

0.71319E-03

01S8ME-03

OJ3512E-O3

CPU tine
(sea.)

56070

114.12

11453

21.63

2157

354

4.21

0.71

053

Relative
Errot

0.180

0.097

0151

0J630

1810

3.208

24.185

20153

Besides investigating an efficient technique to accelerate the scheme used in the SGF-ExpN

method, we also suggest as a future work the extension of this method to higher order of the

scattering anisotropy. We also intend to investigate other choices for the decay constant /f£, in the

exponential shape function. However, the implementation and testing of this concept must await

future work.
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